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Introduction
In the history of patents, the 1763-1766 lawsuit of the English instrument maker Peter Dollond (1731-1821) to implement his exclusive rights to manufacture achromatic telescopes, thanks to the fact that in 1758 his late father John Dollond (1706-1761) had patented the technique, is a well-known case. It is famous, not only because the achromatic telescope disproved Newton’s celebrated theorem that the segregation of colours due to refraction cannot be reversed, but also because it is a classic example of a battle over priorities. The ins-and-outs of this lawsuit have been thoroughly investigated from the original documents by Brian Gee, in his recently (2014) published (but sadly also posthumously issued) book *Francis Watkins and the Dollond Telescope Patent Controversy*. The upshot of this judicial battle was the verdict stating that what really mattered was not the person who first invented a process or piece of equipment, but the person who first made it publicly available and accessible.

The fact that this infamous jurisprudential struggle had a Dutch follow-up, with two of the five indicted English opticians, William Eastland (1702-1787) and James Champneys relocating to the Dutch Republic, has hardly been noticed before. This follows—this is also—missing in Gee’s book. How and why this came about will be explained in this paper.

The Achromatic Telescope

Even though the literature about the development of the achromatic telescope is not without its problems, in essence the story boils down to the following. In his *Opticks* of 1706, Isaac Newton had asserted that it was theoretically impossible to correct chromatic aberration using a colour dispersion-free – or so-called ‘achromatic’ – telescope. In 1747 the Swiss mathematician Leonard Euler argued that Newton was wrong, since the human eye possessed such a lens. A combination of lenses with differing refractive indices would undoubtedly be able to correct chromatic aberration. However, this theoretical result was not in accord with the interests of the London instrument maker James Short. He had specialised in the manufacture of reflecting telescopes, whose system of mirrors was principally achromatic. Reflected light has a much lower intensity than transmitted light, and an achromatic lens telescope would constitute a major threat to his business. Short turned to his friend John Dollond, a silk weaver who had a great interest in mathematics and natural philosophy, and asked him to disprove Euler’s theory and prove that Newton was right. Dollond set to work and in 1753 he published the article, *Concerning a Mistake in M. Euler’s Theorem for Correcting the Aberrations in the Object-Glass of Refracting Telescopes*. Here he defended Newton’s theorem. But in 1755 Dollond was informed by the Swedish scholar Samuel Klingenstierna (1698-1765) that Newton’s famous prism experiment, in which white light was first refracted into the spectrum and then, by passing through another prism, was reconfigured into white light, produced different results if larger prisms were used. According to Klingenstierna, Euler was essentially right in his critique of Newton. After carrying out further experiments Dollond had to admit that, contrary to what he had written in his earlier article, Euler indeed was right. In 1757, Dollond succeeded in manufacturing a telescope that was effectively achromatic, by using a combination of lenses with differing refractive indices, made from flint glass and crown glass. In 1758 Dollond’s publication of the results made a considerable impact on the scientific community. The Royal Society awarded Dollond its greatest honour, the *Copley Medal*, and in 1761 he was elected a Fellow.

As John Dollond’s son Peter had started an instrument-making business in 1750, in which John as father also participated commercially, Dollond Senior also applied for a patent for his invention. In those days a patent was of importance foremost as a way to improve the marketing of an instrument. After John Dollond’s death in November 1761, Peter Dollond decided to use the 1758-patent to enforce a monopoly on the manufacture of the achromatic telescope. In a number of legal procedures he summoned to court a number of London-based instrument makers who, in the intervening years, had successfully manufactured and copied John Dollond’s achromatic telescope. Dollond first sued his former business partner Francis Watkins (†1784), who in July 1764, after a legal procedure, was ordered to stop his production and selling of achromatic telescopes. A protest by almost all of the London instrument makers had no effect, as their document never was properly finalized (Fig. 1).

Then, in August 1765, Dollond took legal action against the opticians William Eastland, Christopher Stedman and James Champneys. In their joint argument for the defence, submitted in October 1765, Eastland, Stedman and Champneys demonstrated a quite different perspective on the history of development of the achromatic telescope (Fig. 2). According to the accused instrument makers, the discovery had already been made much earlier, in the 1730s, by the lawyer and gentleman-scholar Chester Moor Hall (1703–1771), as an outcome of Hall’s private research on the human eye. Several London opticians had been involved in the preparing of lenses for Hall. Among them were Edward Scarlett (†1743) and James Mann (†1756), who Hall had commissioned separately to grind for...
him a lens according to some precise specifications: one made of flint glass and the other of crown glass. Both opticians, however, subcontracted the grinding of these lenses to another optician, George Bass, who realized that the two lenses fitted together, to constitute a combined lens with almost achromatic achievements. According to a statement made much later – in 1789 – by Jesse Ramsden, the former brother-in-law of Peter Dollond, it was Mann’s former apprentice and business partner James Ayscough (†1759) who had informed John Dollond of these developments.\(^8\)

In his sworn testimony of October 1765 the optician William Eastland declared that it was indeed Ayscough, who in 1752 had subcontracted another order from Hall to him. On this occasion Ayscough had given him written instructions, specifying how to make the lenses according to Hall’s design.\(^9\) From then on both Ayscough and Eastland had made and sold telescopes with these doublet lenses, to be followed in later years by other opticians, among which Christopher Stedman and James Champneys.

In his testimony Eastland also declared that in 1758, not long after the patent to John Dollond had been issued, the latter had visited Ayscough’s shop where, in Eastland’s and Stedman’s presence, Dollond had said “he had got a patent for Mr. Hall’s Invention”.\(^10\) A few days later Eastland had met John Dollond again, on which occasion Eastland had told him that he ‘had made and sold many such telescopes and should continue to make and sell the same as usual’. In reply John Dollond would have said that ‘be did not care who made them, or used words to that or the like effect’.\(^11\) In his testimony Eastland argued further that he had already displayed an achromatic telescope in his shop as early as 1753.\(^12\) He even named one of his early customers, a certain “Captain Richard Prideau”.\(^13\) However, in court none of the opticians involved were able to present the judge an achromatic telescope that pre-dated Dollond’s patent and that had been made public by an actual sale. They also could not prove they had ground lenses for others than solely for Moor Hall. The latter even seems to have shown to the judge several of his lenses, in order to demonstrate his priority of the invention.\(^14\) However, it was not the question of priority that was at stake. In the 1763-trial Dollond versus Watkins and Smith, the judge, Lord Mansfield, already had ruled that even if Moor Hall had made the discovery earlier than John Dollond, this should be deemed to be without meaning:

> for if a man has ever [made] so useful an invention, and be kept it locked up in his scruitoire, it was the same thing to the world, as if he had bead never known it.\(^15\)

However, the significance of this ruling seems to have escaped the three opticians who faced the second trial in 1765-1766. The youngest of them, James Champneys (see Fig. 3), was the most fiercely in his opposition against Dollond. In August 1765, immediately after Dollond had brought charges against him, Champneys started an advertising campaign in the Gazetteer and New Daily Advertiser. Working as an independent optician only since 1760\(^16\), and making achromats only since 1764\(^17\), Champneys was rather new in the optical business and he probably expected that his public outreach would strengthen his defence. The campaign ended at the eve of Champneys’ trial, in February 1766. In these advertisements Champneys stated that in his workshop “facing Tom’s coffee house” in Cornhill, he constructed and sold:

> refracting telescopes with a compound object glass constructed upon the principles of Chester More [sic!] Hall, Esq; whose invention of the compound object glass has so much improved this telescope, as renders it far superior to any of its kind.

---

**Fig. 2** The signatures of William Eastland, James Champneys and Christopher Stedman below their testimonies, dated 29 October 1765 (National Archive, Kew Richmond, London, Chancery Court, PRO C12/1956/19).

**Fig. 3** (Top): Trade card of James Champneys, at his Cornhill address, where he moved in 1764 (British Library) (Middle and bottom): Small spyglass made by Champneys. Tube covered with green coloured rayskin; drawtube with green coloured paper, with (worn-out) silver tooling Signed ‘J. Champneys’. With original leather casing, c. 1760 (Louwman Collection of Historic Telescopes).
According to the advertisement, Champneys offered these telescopes nearly 20% cheaper than ‘those sold at other shops’ [read: Dollond]. On 18 February 1765, however, these activities were abruptly stopped. The new judge, Charles Pratt Lord Camden, confirmed the ruling of his predecessor, Lord Mansfield, and so the judicial verdict was again in favour of Peter Dollond. Champneys was forbidden to continue the production and selling of achromatic telescopes and was convicted to pay Dollond a compensation of £150 plus expenses, in total £250.18

The consequences for all the other opticians were considerable. After the formal injunction of the verdict in July 1767 Peter Dollond had obtained the exclusive and enforceable right to produce achromatic telescopes until the patent expired in 1772, causing their price to rise sharply.

The Emigration of Champneys and Eastland to the Dutch Republic

Having been left with no other option, both Champneys and Eastland sought their luck elsewhere. Already in the autumn of 1768 the two opticians left for Holland: Eastland settled in The Hague and Champneys went to Amsterdam, together with his former apprentice and new son-in-law John Cuthbertson, who in September of that year had married Champneys’ daughter Jane.19

1. James Champneys & John Cuthbertson

In Amsterdam Champneys and Cuthbertson founded an instrument makers’ workshop bearing both of their names, although only Cuthbertson was registered as “porter” (citizen) of Amsterdam. For reasons of marketing, they soon published some manuals for scientific instruments in the Dutch language, for instance for the use of globes, air pumps and frictional electrical machines.20 A price list of their Amsterdam firm confirms that they continued to sell (and probably produce) achromatic telescopes (Fig. 4). However, as the Amsterdam firm of Jan and Harmanus van Deijl already had established their brand as important producers of Dutch made achromatic telescopes, the optical business seems to have made little profit. No achromatic telescope signed ‘Cuthbertson & Champneys Amsterdam’ has survived, and of this period only one reflecting telescope is known (Fig. 5).21

Moreover, Champneys could not find his niche in Amsterdam. Probably in the course of 1771 he returned to England. However, in London Champneys could not escape his creditors anymore. His business as ‘optician, dealer and chapman’ did not overcome his severe financial problems with the result that in January 1772 Champneys officially was declared bankrupt.22 By March 1772 he was forced to sell off:

… his neat and genuine household furniture, linnen, China and books, which were all new within 12 months, and little the worse for wear. And tomorrow will likewise be sold, his entire stock and utensils in trade; consisting of optical and mathematical instruments, amongst which are four large engraved plates of the charts of the White Sea; sundry turning lathes and other utensils.23

Nevertheless, the situation was not hopeless. In 1775 Champneys was able to reach a final settlement with his main creditor Peter Dollond, with the result that shortly afterwards he could return to his profession of optician.24 In 1777 James Champneys, Optician, Cornhill’ is again listed between the members of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce.25 However, this is also the last time we hear from him. He probably died shortly afterwards.

In the meantime, Champney’s son-in-law John Cuthbertson, had developed the Amsterdam workshop into the most renowned Dutch instrument makers’ firm of the last quarter of the eighteenth century.26 In 1774 Cuthbertson’s brother Jonathan joined the firm, eventually to settle in Rotterdam as an independent scientific instrument maker.27 Both brothers made and sold all sorts of scientific instruments, among which several optical instruments.28 Especially Jonathan remained active in the field of optics, as may be deduced from his booklet Verhandeling over de Verrekykers [‘Treatise
on Telescopes’], published in 1794. In this small tract achromatic telescopes were praised as being the best available.29 His Amsterdam brother however, soon specialized in air pumps and frictional electrical plate machines.30 But, whilst Jonathan remained in Holland until his death in 1806, John Cuthbertson followed the example of his father-in-law. In 1793 he returned to England, prompted by an economic slowdown in the Dutch Republic. Broker Abraham Ypeaar – better known for his renowned cabinets of microscopic specimens – auctioned all Cuthbertson’s remaining instruments and tools.31 However, two of Cuthbertson’s apprentices, Hartog van Laun and Hendrik Hen, would ensure that the legacy of Cuthbertson & Champneys would persist long into the 19th century.32

2. William Eastland

The optician William Eastland also left for the Dutch Republic, in his case to The Hague, the seat of the Dutch Stadtholders and a place noted for its abundance of cabinets of experimental philosophy.33 Probably Eastland had already some contacts here. The Hague was, for instance, the place where Anne Sisson lived, daughter of the well-known English instrument maker Jonathan Sisson, brother of Jeremiah Sisson, and the widow of Sisson’s former apprentice Benjamin Ayres. In the 1750s the latter had been the official scientific instrument maker to the Dutch Stadtholder, as well as to the Amsterdam admiralty.34 The Hague was also the residence of Louis Thornbury, an English dealer in prints and fancy goods, with good contacts in the London community of scientific instrument makers.35

Accounts relating to Eastland are scarce and somewhat confusing, because some sources mention a father and a son with the same name.36 The optician William Eastland, however, was not married and had no legitimate children.37 He was born in about 1702 in Epsom, Surrey, being the son of a farmer. According to Gloria Clifton, he was trained as an instrument maker from the age of 16 onwards and worked by himself from 1726.38 In 1737 Eastland was chosen to serve as Assistant for the Worshipful Company of Spectacle makers, but at first he declined this duty for which refusal he was convicted to pay the heavy fine of 11 pounds, 4 shilling and 3 pence.39 Perhaps to avoid this payment he changed his opinion and in May 1737 he still was sworn in as Assistant. But his business was not flourishing. That same year he ran short of money, so to get his bills paid ‘William Eastland, spectacle maker of Charterhouse Yard’ (in Clerkenwell, London) was forced to act as plaintiff in a lawsuit involving several debtors.40 Unfortunately, with little results. In 1743 ‘William Eastland, coffee-man and spectacle-maker from Ludgate Hill’ (between Clerkenwell and the City) was declared ‘insolvent’. Therefore he was forced to serve as a ‘prisoner in the fleet’. This meant that he was sentenced to work for the admiralty, but that his earnings were used to pay off his debts, more particular those of his main creditor, a certain Ann Davis.41 However, Eastland seemed to have overcome these difficulties. We already saw that in the early 1750s he worked as a subcontractor for James Ayscough, who had his shop at Ludgate Street. So, as Ayscough passed away in 1759, of all the witnesses in the Dollond lawsuit, Eastland was the person best informed about the manufacture of the earliest achromatic telescopes.42 At that time Eastland was in his sixties and very experienced as an optician. But Eastland not only faced a judicial battle with Dollond, he also was facing domestic problems. For in March 1768 the glass grinder ‘William Eastland of Cow Cross’ (a former street in Clerkenwell) is on record as plaintiff in an indictment against a certain Ann, ‘wife of a John

Fig. 6 (Left) Compound microscope on a tripod, signed ‘Eastland | & | Cooke | London’, passed down through the family of Jonas Regenboog, Eastland’s Dutch business companion. The instrument is the product of collaboration between William Eastland and the optician John Cooke, who in 1764 also signed the protest against Dollond’s exclusive patent. (Right): Detail of the signature (Photo’s Ilja Nieuwland).

Fig. 7 Dellebarre microscope. Engraving from H. Baker, translated and enlarged by M. Houttuyn, Het Microscoop gemakkelijk gemaakt, 3rd edition (Amsterdam 1778), pl. XXV.
now accused her of stealing his watch and bringing it to a pawnshop. However the judge acquitted Ann Pearce from prosecution, because in the years 1765 and 1766 Eastland had allowed her to bring this same watch a few times to the pawnbroker’s shop, more specifically at moments when Ann had asked him for money for one of his (illegitimate) children. In any case, Eastland is mentioned in England for the last time at a meeting of the London Court of Spectacle makers on 30 June 1768.

A few months later Eastland moved to the Dutch Republic. At least, that’s what we suppose, for his actual whereabouts are unknown until September 1770, when his name is recorded in the archives of The Hague. The vreemdelingen register (‘foreigners register’) of this town reveals that the unmarried konstwerker William Eastland, born in Ipson (= Epsom, Surrey), being of the Episcopal religion, received that month a deed of admission for the time of one year.44 Being 68 years of age, his move to a country where he could not speak his mother tongue was quite some step. Did he flee to avoid a lawsuit of Peter Dollond, or did he fear the mother of his illegitimate children? It is hard to tell. But perhaps there was another reason. Because the address Eastland gave as his residence is quite amazing. It appeared that he was already living in the Dronkemansstraat, in the house of a certain Louis François Dellebarre.

Eastland and the Development of the Dellebarre ‘Achromatic’ Microscope

Dellebarre was a French citizen from Abbeville in Picardie, who around 1765 had settled in Leiden as a private teacher of geography.45 Leiden had a well-known university and many private teachers earned their living there as a tutor of university students. However, early in 1770 Dellebarre suddenly moved to The Hague and changed his profession: he became producer of microscopic preparations. His first known deliveries of such items were to the cabinet of experimental philosophy of the Dutch Stadholder.46 But then, in September 1770, he also delivered a “grand mycroscope” and a smaller ‘dito’.47 A manual for such a ‘large universal microscope, made by L.F. Dellebarre, living in the Dronkemansstraat in s-Hage’, dated 7 December 1770 is still preserved.48 A month later, on 29 January 1771 this type of microscope suddenly was called: “un grand mycroscope, universel, achromatique”.49 In short, now Dellebarre claimed to have invented an achromatic microscope.

This innovation took place exactly during the time in which Eastland lived in Dellebarre’s house. Given Eastland’s life-long experience as an optician, making telescopes as well as microscopes, it is an educated guess that the two artisans exchanged information with regard to the topic of achromatism as well as the construction of microscopes. Especially, because it is known that in the mid-1760s Eastland made microscopes together with the London instrument maker John Cooke. In 1764 the latter had been one of the signatories of the protest against Dollond’s exclusive patent on the achromatic telescope. At least two microscopes have survived bearing the joint signatures of Eastland and Cooke (Fig. 6).50 So, apart from the exchange of information, it is also highly likely that Eastland worked as a subcontractor for Dellebarre during the initial phase of his microscope production, probably assisting in the grinding of the lenses.

With his new microscope-design (Fig. 7) Dellebarre aimed to solve a number of problems. By using in the ocular four mutual exchangeable lenses with different focal lengths, he tried to obtain several different magnifications, as well as a larger field of view. Moreover by using pairs of crown and flint glass he also thought to have solved the problem of colour distortion in the image. However, to put it in the words of Eduard Frison: “Dellebarre had little or no understanding of practical optics; by simply bringing together, as he did, biconvex lenses of crown and flint glass, obviously no achromatism can be achieved”.51 After all, the objective lens of Dellebarre’s microscope was not achromatic! Nevertheless,
at the time Dellebarre’s microscopes were highly praised.

In May 1771 Dellebarre composed a note about his new microscope which was published in the Amsterdam edition of the French *Journal des Scavans*. In it Dellebarre explained that in the course of 1770 he had discovered this “Mycroscope plus parfait”, and that the instrument had received very flattering comments from several Dutch professors, both from Leiden and Utrecht. Indeed it is known that in 1772 David Hahn, professor of physics at Utrecht University wrote a letter of recommendation to the Berlin Academy of Sciences, with the result that indeed a Dellebarre microscope was acquired for the Academy’s cabinet. Further expressions of commendation to the Berlin Academy of Sciences, and very commendable declaration of appreciation by the French Académie Royale des Sciences, and grants the honour of this discovery to one of the most renowned artisans of the Netherlands. For that reason Van de Perre’s cabinet of scientific instruments both died before his fifth birthday, so that Van de Perre’s cabinet of scientific instruments contained a microscope crafted by “W. Eastland en Corpa, te’s Hage” (an obvious misread for “W. Eastland and Comp., in the Hague”). When in 1779 he decided to return to Zeeland to live as a “Philosopher”, leading a life devoted to the sciences, Van de Perre engaged this Jonas Robert, whom he knew through “de heer Estland” [“Mr Eastland”]. It was Robert who, at Van de Perre’s request, participated in the construction of a huge planetarium, today still on display in Middelburg. In 1788, however, Robert obtained another position, namely that of “Mechanist bij het Cabinet van zyne Doorluchtige Hoogheid Prins Willem V” [Instru- ment maker to the Cabinet of His Illustrious Highness Prince Willem V]. Even though Van de Perre was reluctant to see him go, he did write a letter of recommendation to Aernout Vosmaer, the director of the Stadholder’s Cabinet. In this letter, Van de Perre wrote that he knew Robert as an “orderly and honourable man and a very fine instrument-maker” who had served him “faithfully”, not only maintaining his cabinet of experimental philosophy, but also “making various new pieces, to the admiration of myself and of many other cogniscenti”.

**Eastland as Independent Optician**

In the 1780s Eastland attained again a certain degree of fame. A locally published journal, for instance, wrote about him:

> “I have always been interested in the invention of the achromatic doublet or colourless telescope to the late Mr. Dollond, the famous English optician, but the London printed quarto edition of the *Universal Dictionary of Arts & Sciences* attributes and grants the honour of this discovery to one of the most renowned artisans of this city. His name is Eastland, who cur- rently practices his art in The Hague.”

According to this article, people in The Hague took Eastland to be the inventor of the achromatic telescope, although he himself never claimed the honour of that discovery. And even though the remark about the *Universal Dictionary of Arts & Sciences* seems to be wrong, it is interesting to note that the 1772 edition of *A New Royal and Universal Dictionary of Arts and Sciences* was issued by the engraver and publisher John Cooke (1730-1810), active such as since 1765. He seems to be the same man as the scientific instrument maker John Cooke, who in the mid-1760s was in a partnership with Eastland. So, although the lemma on the achromatic telescope in Cooke’s version of the *Dictionary* coins “the late Mr. Dollond” [sic] as the inventor, Eastland could have had the impression that his former partner would have told another version of this story.

Anyway, the emigrated English instrument maker continued his practice in his new country. In 1781, for instance, Eastland performed repairs on optical instruments at the Stadholder’s court and he delivered also a telescope. However, the largest or- der came from the Dutch East India Company (VOC). In the years between 1782 and 1788 Eastland and his new Dutch business companion Jonas Regenboog (about whom more below) delivered 108 “achromatic helmsmen’s telescopes […] of equivalent quality and price to English examples”, for 20 gunners each. Several Dutch auction catalogues from that time testify to East- land’s activity. For instance the instrument cabinet of the wealthy Amsterdam merchant Aron de Joseph de Pinto contained in 1785 a “telescope with nine eye-glasses, made by Eastland in The Hague”. This production of telescopes even attracted atten- tion in Germany. In 1796 the *Algemeine Litteratur Zeitung* reported that, in The Hague “lives an English optical instrument maker by the name of Eastland, who manu- factures very good achromatic telescopes” (see Fig. 9).

**Eastland’s Dutch Apprentices: 1. Jonas Francis Robert**

As he had done previously in England, East- land employed an apprentice shortly after his arrival in Holland. The first was Jonas Francis Robert, a former Grenadier of the Swiss Guard in The Hague. Apparently, Robert saw more prospects in a civil em- ployment and so he resigned from the army. It is not known how long Robert worked for Eastland. In any case, after his training, Robert was hired as a personal instrument maker by the wealthy Zealander regent Johan Adriaan Van de Perre, a man with remarkable interests in the natural sci- ences. Between 1769 and 1779 Van de Perre had been the representative of Stad- holder Willem V in the province of Zeeland, and as such he was a prominent member of the Dutch parliament, the States-General of the Netherlands. For that reason Van de Perre frequently resided in The Hague, where he lived in luxury in a palace on the Prinsesgracht. It is therefore unsurpsring that Van de Perre’s cabinet of scientific instruments contained a microscope craft- ed by “W. Eastland en Corpa, te’s Hage” (an obvious misread for “W. Eastland and Comp., in the Hague”). When in 1779 he decided to return to Zeeland to live as a “Philoso- pher”, leading a life devoted to the sciences, Van de Perre engaged this Jonas Robert, whom he knew through “de heer Estland” [“Mr Eastland”]. It was Robert who, at Van de Perre’s request, participated in the construction of a huge planetarium, today still on display in Middelburg. In 1788, however, Robert obtained another position, namely that of “Mechanist bij het Cabinet van zyne Doorluchtige Hoogheid Prins Willem V” [Instru- ment maker to the Cabinet of His Illustrious Highness Prince Willem V]. Even though Van de Perre was reluctant to see him go, he did write a letter of recommendation to Aernout Vosmaer, the director of the Stadholder’s Cabinet. In this letter, Van de Perre wrote that he knew Robert as an “orderly and honourable man and a very fine instru- ment-maker” who had served him “faithfully”, not only maintaining his cabinet of experimental philosophy, but also “making various new pieces, to the admiration of myself and of many other cogniscenti”.

Jona Francis Robert was not the only instru- ment maker to collaborate with Eastland. In the Utrecht University Museum is a small microscope, signed “Eastland & Comp.”. The addition ‘& Comp’ almost certainly indicates to Eastland’s association in 1779 with the “konstwerker” [‘instrument mak- er’] Jonas Regenboog. In the accounts of the East India Company VOC this name is mentioned frequently as an associate of Eastland. Regenboog was a former pupil of the “Fundatie van Renswoude” in Delft. This foundation provided practical training in technical professions for talented orphans in Delft, as well as in similar institutions in The Hague and Utrecht.

Jonas Regenboog was born in Delft on 23 January 1753, as the son of Pieter Pieters Regenboog and Johanna Koeleweij. His par- ents both died before his fifth birthday, so Jonas was adopted by the Delft orphanage on 8 July 1758, where he was to remain for seven years. In that time he must have brought to the attention of the proprietors of the Renswoude Foundation, since on 4 November 1765, he was admitted at that institution as a 12-year-old pupil. Due to a fractured bone, he was unable to perform heavy manual labour. Probably because of this, he was trained to be a silversmith from 1767 onwards. His first tutor, the Delft silversmith Dirk van de Goorbergh, con-
sidered him to be too frail, and refused to continue his apprenticeship. Contacts with silversmiths based in The Hague were also fruitless. Eventually Regenboog continued his apprenticeship with the English silversmith Thomas Bakewell in Rotterdam. There he must have learned the English language. By 1773, Regenboog finally reached a sufficient level of skills to become a master silversmith. The regents of the Renswoude Foundation, who had obtained a silver corkscrew from the newly installed silversmith, licenced Regenboog to elaborate his education by learning how to manufacture jewels from the French jeweller Deshons in The Hague. However, the intended association with this individual was unsuccessful. Now the regents offered Regenboog the choice to continue his studies in France or in England, or to settle, supported by the Foundation, as an independent ‘master jeweller’ in The Hague. Jonas preferred the latter - probably because his girlfriend was pregnant - and with a start-up capital of 600 guilders from the Foundation, he settled in January 1777 in The Hague, in a house at the Noordeinde. The following April he married Elisabeth Engeler from The Hague, and at the beginning of July 1777 she gave birth to their first son. In total, the couple produced ten children during the period 1777 to 1793, of who only four reached adulthood.

Because Regenboog had come off age, the archives of the Renswoude Foundation are silent about his association with William Eastland. It is clear, however, that Regenboog never worked as an instrument maker under his own name. He always used the name “Eastland & Comp”, even after the death of his elderly business partner and optical tutor, William Eastland, in December 1787.77 For instance, in 1792, the firm ‘William Eastland en comp.’, “Optische Glase-Slypers en Instrument-Makers in ’s Gravenhage” (‘optical grinders and instrument makers in The Hague’) added a 14-page addition on practical matters to the Dutch translation of George Adams Verhandeling over het Zien.78 In this addition Dutch customers were encouraged to buy – or offer for repair – all kinds of optical equipment.79 In 1798, Regenboog indeed repaired a microscope made by the Leiden instrument maker Jan Paauw, using the name ‘Wm. Eastland & Comp’.80 Another booklet by ‘Eastland & Comp.’, called Optische beschrijving van het oog, was also issued, but at present no copy could be found.81

In 1802, Jonas Regenboog was appointed to the post of Custodian (“Custos”) at the “Gezelschap ter beoefening der Proefondervindelijke Wysbegeerte in Den Haage” (the Society for the Study of Experimental Philosophy in The Hague’), established in 1797 and renamed in 1805 “Maatschappij voor Natuur- en Letterkunde Diligentia” (‘Society for Nature and Literature, Diligence’). The job of the custodian was to assist the ‘working members’ of the society in undertaking their experiments and to offer the necessary services relating to the Society’s Cabinet of Scientific Instruments. For a professional instrument maker this was obviously a part-time position, which Regenboog presumably occupied until 1817.82 However, he was not only an instrument maker. During these years he remained active as a ‘jeweller’. When in 1795 the guilds were abolished under French influence, Jonas Regenboog was still registered as a silversmith. He also trained his sons Jonas and Jacob to be a jeweller.83 Nonetheless, the optical instrument manufacture remained one of his main pursuits, as is evident from the fact that in 1825, for example, the elderly Jonas Regenboog submitted a number of polished lenses to a large industrial exhibition in Haarlem, using the firm’s name Eastland & Co.84 The quality of his work was so outstanding that he was awarded a...
bronze medal. The inspection report of the manufacturing committee is particularly informative regarding the question how the firm was known in those days:

The committee has inspected, with great interest, the concave and convex ground glasses, exhibited by the very elderly, but still very skillful optician Regenboog, under the company name 'Eastland & Comp.' at The Hague. Eastland, his former companion who died many years ago, had worked with the aged Dollond in London; who left him at the time when he [Dollond] made his name with the achromatic telescope, and was able to transfer the art of grinding achromatic glass elements from there to this locality. This firm has long been well known for these developments, and the surviving contributor is still active; as can be demonstrated by the achromatic glasses of different diameter and focal length exhibited by him. The display is set up to show in sequence his smallest ground lenses up to those of 100 Rhine[and] inches focal length. The Commission awarded this firm a bronze medal.85

On 4 February 1839, Regenboog's wife died after 62 years of marriage. For the 86-year-old instrument maker, this was the moment to give up his glass-grinding. That very month he began negotiating the buy-out of his business by his largest competitor, the successful optician Jacobus Heynen (1790–1860), who had moved to the Noordeinde area of The Hague in 1834.86 The upshot of those negotiations is clear from the following two entries in the Dagblad voor 's Gravenhage of 15 March 1839:

1. I hereby announce to my esteemed [customers] that, as a result of my age and infirmity; I have transferred ownership of my Optical Glass GRINDING WORKS to Mister J. Heijnen, Optical Expert and Purveyor to His Majesty the King of the Netherlands; whom I thank for his constant support for the firm of EASTLANDT and REGENBOOG. I have the boldness to recommend, with the fullest confidence, Mister Heijnen, through his proven thorough expertise in this art, to my former patrons. [Signed] EASTLANDT and REGENBOOG

2. My reference to the above Announcement of Messrs EASTLANDT and REGENBOOG, whose famous SPECTACLES and OPTICAL GLASS GRINDING WORKS, etc., I have taken on behalf of my son, who worked in my workshop as an instrument maker. I take the liberty of trusting in my beloved countrymen, promising them prompt service and integrity. [Signed] J. Heijnen, Optical Expert and Purveyor to His Majesty the King of the Netherlands.

Shortly afterwards, Heynen published a well-known booklet, the Raadgevingen voor Minkeluiden, tot conservatie van het gezicht, en over het gebruik en misbruik van brillen, oogglazetten, enz. ['Guidance for Experts, on preserving the surface of, and on the use and misuse of, spectacles, eyeglasses, etc.'].87 Although Heynen ended this booklet by saying that "his advice does not arise from self-interest or selfishness, but only from the desire to be useful to his fellows" it nevertheless appears, from the illustrated Generale Catalogus van optische, mathematische en physische instrumenten, die gemaakt en voorhanden zijn in het magazijn van J. Heijnen [...] te 's Gravenhage in het Noordeinde ['General Catalogue of optical, mathematical and physics instruments made and sold by J. Heijnen [...] from his shop in the Noordeinde area of The Hague'] that was printed in the back of the booklet, that a main objective was to highlight to the public his extensive store inventory. Some of these instruments must have come directly from 'Eastland & Regenboog', including not only a number of achromatic telescopes, but presumably also some 'physical and mathematical objects', such as electrifying machines and air pumps. The illustrations from Heynen's booklet show both new products and a number of instruments of eighteenth-century design (Fig. 10).88

On 30 August 1839, just over six months after the death of his wife, Jonas Regenboog died. In his obituary he was described as an "optical glass grinder and instrument maker."89 Through the Heynen company, who subsequently adopted the establishment date of 'Eastland & Regenboog' as its own, the firm continued to exist until 1929, when the Great Depression put an end to a century and a half of history.90 By then, the Dollond dispute and the achromatic telescopes, where it had all begun, had long become forgotten.
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